Commencement Program

SATURDAY, JUNE 12, 2021

Main Virtual Ceremony Webcast
Live webcast begins at 9:00 a.m. PDT. This event includes remarks from members of the UO Community, the conferral of degrees, and the official address from actor and commencement speaker Ty Burrell.

CAS Social Science Division Virtual Ceremony
Prerecorded event available for viewing at 10:00 a.m. PDT, following the main ceremony webcast.

Grad Parade
This University of Oregon tradition returns. Beginning at 12:30 p.m., graduates parade through campus toward Memorial Quad.

Stage Procession
Following the Grad Parade at 1:00 p.m. PDT. Livestreamed event.

These events can all be viewed on the University of Oregon's Commencement website at https://commencement.uoregon.edu.

Department of History Virtual Convocation
Special messages from the history faculty, recognition of student awards and honors, and congratulatory remarks from the department. Prerecorded event, available for viewing on the History Department website at https://history.uoregon.edu.
AWARDS AND HONORS

GRADUATE AWARDS

Kircher Excellence in Graduate Teaching Award
Emily Cole

William M. Nord Scholarship
Patience Collier

Thomas T. Turner Prize
Spencer Abbe
Jack Evans
Nanosh Lucas

UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS

John A. Schwab Memorial Scholarship
Kilian Michael Richard Jones

F. James Pensiero Scholarship in History
Starla Dawn Chambrose

William M. Nord Scholarship
Sydney Duncan
Mads Harris Phythyon Miller
Olivia Wilkinson

Paul S. Dull Scholarship
Odalis Aguilar-Aguilar
Stephen Cooksey
Lilly Smith

Edwin R. Bingham Scholarship
Jasmine Ayala
Alice Greenstein
Justin Wickstrand

Faculty Recognition Awards
Claire Sheley Abramson
Grace Hall
David Brian Lerma
Seth Herschel Murawsky
Allia Service
Samuel E. TenBrook

Clio Awards
Hannah Bullinger
Jake Vaughn Dellinger
Charlie Early
Miya Gibson
Amelia Hahn
Julia Claire Hughes
Audrey Kalman
Tyler Mahan White
Sydney O'Neil
Ben Earl Simmes
Jack Van Wesenbeeck
Riley Vannatta
Analiz Wickham
Elena Marie Zilar
Phi Beta Kappa
Claire Sheley Abramson
Ryan Patrick Basford
Payton James Becker
Starla Dawn Chambrose
Jake Vaughn Dellinger
Kilian Michael Richard Jones
Max Leabo Lowthian
Hanna Elizabeth Mason
Alistair Walker Merczak
Ryan Jason Nguyen
Samuel E. TenBrook

Cum Laude
Hanna Elizabeth Mason
Alistair Walker Merczak
Caitlin Shea Strickland

Magna Cum Laude
Ryan Patrick Basford
Payton James Becker
Jake Vaughn Dellinger
Samuel E. TenBrook

Summa Cum Laude
Claire Sheley Abramson
Starla Dawn Chambrose
Kilian Michael Richard Jones
Seth Herschel Murawsky
Mads Harris Phythyon Miller
Jamie Ann Warner

Oregon Six
Kilian Michael Richard Jones

Departmental Honors
Lai Wah Chen
Jake Vaughn Dellinger
Jackson Frederick Shavere

ADVANCED DEGREE CANDIDATES

Doctor of Philosophy

Marc Carpenter
Advisor: Jeffrey Ostler, PhD

Tara Keegan
Advisor: Jeffrey Ostler, PhD

Master of Arts

Jack Evans
Advisors: Jeffrey Ostler, PhD and Marsha Weisiger, PhD

Andrew Wix
Advisor: David Luebke, PhD

Jue Hou
Advisor: Ina Asim, PhD
BACCALAUREATE DEGREE CANDIDATES

Claire Sheley Abramson
Ajdal Elle Apaydin
Amelia Anne Austin
Jillian Rose Baldwin
Ryan Patrick Basford
Payton James Becker
Tara Corinne Bedney
Katie Kirsten Brooks
Starla Dawn Chambrose
Leah Chen
Kate Marie Elspeth Chiddix
Matthew Charles Christman
Courtney Elizabeth Croak
Max Fitzgerald DeBella
Jake Vaughn Dellinger
Dalton Andrew Dodson
Janelle Dutton
Dominik Ramon Estrada
Jack Ryan Evans
Yunwei Feng
Paul England Frazee
Chloe Aurelia Alice Friedenberg
Matt Joseph Gade
Linnea Greenlund
Dylan Y. Honda
Julia Claire Hughes
Liam Flynn Ingman
Thomas James Iversen
Melissa Johnson
Kilian Michael Richard Jones
Jung Hyun Kim
MacKenzie Elizabeth Krish
Allyssandra Rose Lanz
Joshua Joel Lemus
David Brian Lerma
Drew Daniel Lovern
Max Leabo Lowthian

Hanna Elizabeth Mason
Devlin Chandler McGee
Alistair Walker Merczak
Emma Adrienne Miller
Skyler Milagro Muir
Sutter Paul Munizich
Seth Herschel Murawsky
Ryan Jason Nguyen
Deon Lee Olinghouse
Gwynyth Sitara Pass
Nikolai Aiden Perepelitza
Mads Harris Phythyon Miller
Lucas B.P. Quenton
Kyle Quinoveva
Arron Jacob Sanders
Jackson Frederick Shavere
Ben Earl Simmes
Jack James Skjervem
Erin Nicolle Smallwood
Garrett James Smith
William James Brauer Sooter
Gabe Joseph Stephens
Caitlin Shea Strickland
Cydney R. Taylor
Samuel E. TenBrook
Nathan Curtis Thomson
Jordan Anthony Thomson
Camille Anntonette Titus
Hideki Tomeoka
Karina Angelika Volk
John Lucien Wallace
Jamie Ann Warner
Charles Bradley Williams
Christian Kerry Wolfe
Yilin Zhang
Elena Marie Zilar